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Abstract 
In this paper, an iterative algorithm for solving singular nonlinear two-point boundary value problems is formulated. This 
method is basically a collocation method for nonlinear second-order two-point boundary value problems with singularities 
at either one or both of the boundary points. It is proved that the iterative algorithm converges to a smooth approximate 
solution of the BVP provided the boundary value problem is well posed and the algorithm is applied appropriately. Error 
estimates for uniform partitions are also investigated. It has been shown that, for sufficiently smooth solutions, the method 
produces order h 4 approximations. Numerical examples are provided to show the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
Keywords: Singular boundary value problems; Approximation; Method of collocation; Interpolation; Iterative method; 
Subdivision algorithm 
AMS classification: 65L10 
1. Introduction 
In our previous work (cf. [16, 17]), we considered linear as well as nonlinear two-point boundary 
value problems and proposed a collocation method for the approximation f solutions by using some 
basis functions generated by a stepwise interpolatory subdivision algorithm. This algorithm works 
very successfully for solving these two-point boundary value problems; in fact, it produces results 
of high accuracy (cf. [16, 17]). In the present paper we shall generalize this collocation method 
to construct approximate solutions of the following singular nonlinear two-point boundary value 
problem: 
a(x)y"+b(x)y'=f(x,y,y'), 0~<x~<l, y'(0)=0, y(1)=yr, (1.1) 
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where it is assumed that 
a(0)--0, a(x)>0, xE(0,1) ,  b (0 )¢0 ,  f(O,y(O),y'(O))=O (1.1a) 
and the coefficient functions a(x) and b(x) are differentiable on [0, 1] and the right-hand side function 
f(x,u, v) is assumed to be continuous on (2:--[0, 1] × ~2. This problem has a singularity at the initial 
point x = 0. If the coefficients a(x) and b(x) satisfy 
a (1)=0,  b (1)¢0 ,  f(1,y(1),y'(1))=O, (1.1b) 
the problem (1.1) has a singularity at the final point x = 1. A widely studied class of singular 
nonlinear two-point boundary value problems is given by (cf. [3-7, 9]) 
a(x)=x~"(1-x) ~, 7,6E[0,1], b(x)=_~, xE[0,1].  (1.2) 
These singular two-point boundary value problems occur frequently in many practical models such 
as electro-hydrodynamics and some thermal explosions, and thus, have been investigated intensively 
by using a variety of numerical methods (cf. [2-4, 7-9, 12, 18-20]). These methods include the 
finite-difference method, cubic and quintic spline methods, finite-element methods and the collocation 
methods, and other special approximation methods (cf. [1, 2, 9-11, 18, 19]). For the discrete meth- 
ods, only discrete approximate values of the unknown function y(x) can be obtained which need 
further data processing techniques to obtain a desired fitting to the numerical values. For the spline 
interpolation or approximation methods, the unknown function y(x) is assumed to be a piecewise 
polynomial which, in turn, requires at least piecewise higher-order differentiability of the coefficients 
f(x, u, v). In order to obtain a continuous olution with a high-order approximation, an interpolatory 
subdivision method of collocation using functions of finite differentiability is proposed to solve both 
linear and nonlinear two-point boundary value problems (cf. [16, 17]). The same technique, with 
proper modifications, is applied here to solve the singular nonlinear problem (1.1) with a singularity 
at x = 0. Similarly, the problem with a singularity at x = 1 or with singularities at both ends can 
also be treated. 
In Section 2, some results about subdivision algorithms and the basis functions are reviewed and 
the existence and uniqueness of the solutions to the problem (1.1) are briefed. In Section 3, a 
numerical method to solve (1.1) using some special refinable basis functions is formulated and its 
approximation and convergence properties discussed. In Section 4, an analysis of the approximation 
properties of the algorithm is given. It is shown that if a quintic approximation method with proper 
boundary treatments i used, then the order of approximation is at least C(h a) provided the solution 
y(x) is C a+2, for d = 1,2, 3, 4. In Section 5, seven numerical examples are given and some conclusions 
are made. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Existence of solutions 
We state here some results about the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the problem (1.1). 
More details of these and other related results can be found in [3, 4, 8, 12, 20]. 
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Proposition 2.1 (cf. Jain and Jain [12]). The singular boundary value problem 
2 j  __= 
y"+ ky+g(x),  0<x~l ,  y ' (0 )=0,  y(b)=yr (2.1) 
X 
has a unique solution y(x) E C 2 [a, b] if 9(x) E C[0, 1] and k < rt 2. 
Proposition 2.2 (cf. Wong and Lian [20]). I f  the functions a(x) and b(x) are continuous and 
f(x, u, v) satisfies the following condition: 
b(x)v - f(x, u, v) 
a(x) <~ p(x)F(r), V(x,u,v) E [a,b] × ~2 and lu[, Ivl ~< r, (2.2) 
and the functions F(r) and p(x) satisfy 
< p(s) ds < l, (2.2a) 
r ---* oc  it" 
then the boundary value problem 
a(x)y" +b(x)y '=f (x ,y ,y ' ) ,  a<~x<~b, y(a)=yl,  y(b)=y~ (2.3) 
has at least one solution y(x)EC2[a,b]. Furthermore, the boundary conditions in (2.3) can be 
replaced by one of the following two sets of boundary conditions 
y(a)= Yl, y'(b) = 0, (2.3a) 
y'(a) = O, y(b) = yr. (2.3b) 
Remark 2.3. From next section on, we will assume that the function f(x, u, v) in (1.1) satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition 
If(x, Uo, Vo) - f(x, u,, v, )1 <<- Loluo - u, I + L, Iv0 - v~ I (2.4) 
for all (x, ui, vi)E [a,b] × ~2, i = 0, 1, and conditions (2.2) and (2.2a) also hold. Thus, the existence 
of a solution of (2.1) (or (2.3)) is guaranteed. This Lipschitz condition assumption simplifies our 
convergence analysis in Section 4. 
2.2. The approximate function 
In this subsection, we give a brief introduction of the basis functions which are used to construct 
the approximate solutions of the problem (1.1). Detailed descriptions of these functions generated 
by subdivisions can be found in [13-17] and the references therein. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let 4(x), x E ~, be the fundamental solution of the two-scale functional equation 
±{150(4(2x-  1) ÷ 4(2x + 1) ) -  25(4(2x-  3) ÷ 4(2x + 3)) 4(x) = 4(2X) ÷ 256 
+3(4(2x - 5) + 4(2x + 5))}, x E E. (2.5) 
Then O(x) can be generated by a stepwise interpolatory subdivision algorithm and 
{ 4(X) E C2([~), 
4(x) = 0, x ( [-5, 5], (2.6) 
4(i) = go, i 6 Z. 
Furthermore, it has the following derivatives: 
4'(0) : 0, 4"(0) = -~ ,  
4,(+1) ~272 dltt(_4_]] 356 
4'(+2) = -I- 3~5, 4"(-t-2) = 10592, (2.7) 
4'(+3) ---- T-i~5,16 4"(q-3) = 4' 
4,(_t_4) = =]=210 , 4,,(_t_4) = 3 5~d" 
From Eq. (2.5) and the above values of 4(m)(i), m=O, 1,2, i E 77, all the values of 4(m)(x), re=O, 1,2, 
at dyadic points {+j2 -~, j, k E 77+} can be obtained by using the corresponding subdivision pro- 
cesses. 
Remark 2.5. Similar to that used in multi-resolution analysis, the above function 4(x) can be used 
to form basis functions of some approximation spaces by dilation and uniform translations. Due 
to the properties of 4(x), such as local support, finite differentiability, cardinality, reproduction of 
polynomials, high-order of approximations, easy implementation and subdivision property, 4(x) and 
other similar functions are widely used in the areas of multi-resolution analysis, wavelets construction 
and approximation. It should be noted that the function 4(x) is very similar to the quintic cardinal 
spline function. 
Remark 2.6. Other similar interpolatory basis functions of different smoothness that are defined by 
stationary subdivision algorithms can be used to solve higher-order boundary value problems (cf. 
[16, 17]). 
Remark 2.7. The function 4(x) in (2.5) can be generated by a six-point interpolatory subdivision 
algorithm. The subdivision process to approximate the function 4(x) by using piecewise linear 
interpolants is shown in Figure 1 on the next page (cf. [15]). 
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Fig. 1. The generation of the basis function ~(t) := q~(t)  by subdivision. 
3. The approximate solution by the collocation method 
3.1. The collocation method 
Let N be a positive integer (N >~ 4), h :=- 1/N and xi := i /N = ih, ai := a(xi), b~ := b(x~), i = O, 1, 
2, . . . ,N ,  and let 
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N+4 (X  __ Xi ~ 
z(x) := ~ z,4' 0 ~<x ~< 1 (3.1) 
,~-4 t , - -T - ) '  
be the approximate solution of (1.1) where {zi) are the unknowns to be determined by (1.1) and 
some extrapolation methods described below. The collocation method, together with the boundary 
conditions to be discussed, is given by setting 
a(xi)ztt(xi) ÷ b(x i )S(x i )  ~-- f(Xi,Z(Xi),Z"(Xi)), i = O, 1,2 . . . .  ,N, (3.2) 
which is equivalent to the following nonlinear system of N + 1 equations with (N + 9) unknowns 
{zi) (cf. (2.7)): 
Az=F(z ) ,  (3.3) 
where A is a banded matrix of order (N + 1) × (N + 9), z is the unknown vector of order N + 9 
and, F(z )  is right-hand side vector of order N + 1 (dependent on z). The matrix A and vectors z 
and F(z )  are given by 
A :=PaA2 + hPbA1, (3.4) 
where P,, Pb E ~(N+I)×(N+1) are diagonal matrices and A 1, A2 E ~(N+I)×IN+9). Explicitly, these matrices 
and vectors are given by 
Pa :=Diag(ao, a l ,a2 , . . . ,aN_ l ,aN ), 
Pb :=Diag(b0, bl, b2, . . . ,  bN-1, bN), (3.4a) 
A2 ~z 
'4'~' 4'~' 4'~' 4"( 4'~' 9'-', 4'"2 
0 4'7 4'" " " " 4"-', 4'2 4', 4'0 
0 0 4';( 4'7 4'7 4",' 4'D' 
o o o 4'7 4'7 4'7 4"1' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-. 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 , 
"" 4'"3 4'"4 0 
• " 4'"2 4'"3 4"-'4 
(3.4b) 
AI :z 
(4'~ 4" , , , 3 4'2 4'1 4'o 4'LI 
! 
o 4'~ 4'~ 4'~ 4", 4'~ 
o o 4'~ 4'~ 4'~ 4,', 
o o o 4'~ 4"3 4'2' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z:=(Z--4, Z--3, Z--Z,...,ZN+4) T, 
4'#--2 
4' - ,  
0 
0 
• . 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 0 , 
"" 4"3 4"4 0 
"" 4"-2 4"-3 4"-4 
F(z):=(h2 f(xo, zo,z~), h2 f(xl,zl,zl); . . . .  h 2 f(XN,ZN,ZN)), T, 
(3.4c) 
(3.4d) 
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where the following notations for j E 7/ are used: 
q~)' := q~'(j), ~b;. := ~b'(j), zj :=z(xj), 
l 
z} :=z'(x/) = 8760h(-6528(Z/+m - z/_~ ) + 1272(z/+2 - z/_2) 
-128(z/+3 - z/-3) - 3(z/+4 - z/_4)). 
(3.4e) 
3.2. Boundary treatments 
To obtain a unique approximate solution (3.1) from (3.3), we have to use the given boundary 
conditions (cf. (1.1)): 
Zlo=O, ZN= yr. (3 .5 )  
However, since the condition z0 - '  - 0 is the same as the first equation in (3.3), an independent equation 
for the approximation of z0 has to be formulated (cf. [12, 17]). The following formulae are proposed 
(cf. [12]): 
z0 := ~(144Zl - 108z2 + 48Z3 - 9z4)  - 12 ,(5)/'~:~1.5 1-~Y I ,~In ' 
z0 := 1~5(360Zl - 450z2 + 400Z3 --  225Z4 + 72z5 - 10z6)  - ~y(7) (~) .  (3.5a) 
A more general extrapolation method to accommodate his boundary condition is the use of the 
Lidstone polynomial interpolation formulae of degree 3 or 5 or above. This is still not enough. 
Therefore, some other treatments, for example, any of the three boundary treatments BT1, BT2 and 
BT3 of the order six at each of the end points (cf. [16]) should be used. If the BT1 treatment of 
extrapolation ofz(x)  is used, then the following six equations are obtained (cf. [16]): 
z -3  - -  6z_2 -4- 15z_ l  - -  20z0 + 15zl - -  6z2 ÷ z3 = 0, 
z-2 - 6z_1 + 15z0 - 20zl + 15z2 - 6z3 ÷Z4 =0, 
z-1 - 6z0 + 15zl - 20z2 + 15z3 - 6z4 ÷ Z5 = 0, 
(3.5b) 
ZN 5 - -  6ZN--4 + 15ZN--3 - -  20ZN--2 ÷ 15ZN--1 - -  6ZN ÷ ZN+I = O, 
ZN- -  4 - -  6ZN-3 ÷ 15ZN-2 --  20ZN_I ÷ 152N -- 6ZN+I ÷ ZU+ 2 =0,  
ZN--3 - -  6ZN-2 ÷ 15ZN--1 --  20ZN + 15ZU+l --  6ZN+2 ÷ ZN+3 = O. 
Combining (3.3) with (3.5), (3.5a) and (3.5b), a nonlinear system of N + 9 equations with N + 9 
unknowns {zi} is formed, in which N + 1 equations are from (3.3), one equation from the given 
boundary condition (3.5), one from the proposed formula (3.5a), and six from (3.5b). This nonlinear 
system is denoted by 
Bz = R(z ) ,  (3.6) 
where the right-hand-side vector is defined as 
R(z) :=(0, 0, 0, 0, FT(z ) ,  Yr, O, O, 0) T, (3.6a) 
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and the matrix B is given by 
B:=(B~,AT, B~) T, (3.6b) 
where A is defined by (3.4) and the matrices Bo, B1 E ~4×¢N--9) are formed by (3.5a), (3.5a) and 
(3.5), and appear as 
0 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 0 0 . . .  0~,  
0 0 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 0 -.. 
B0:= 
0 0 0 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 .. .  
0 0 0 0 147 -360 450 -400 225 -72  10 -.. 
(3.6c) 
i ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0"~ 
• -. 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 0 O/  (3.6c) 
B~:= ..- 0 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 0 " 
• -. 0 0 1 -6  15 -20  15 -6  1 0 
The solvability of the nonlinear system (3.6) and an iterative algorithm for solving it are discussed 
next. 
Remark 3.1. The boundary treatments BT2 and BT3 in [16] may be used. Any other sixth-order or 
even fourth-order approximations can also be used at the end points to form a closed system similar 
to (3.6). However, for different boundary conditions and boundary treatments, the matrices B0 and 
B1 in (3.6) and (3.6b) will be different. 
3.3. Existence of the approximate solutions 
The coefficient matrix B in (3.6) is neither symmetric nor diagonally dominant. However, it is 
found that in the most general cases B is nonsingular and relatively well conditioned. For large N, 
the matrix is dominated by the first part PaA2. Therefore, similar to the discussions in [16, 17], we 
only need to consider the main part of it which can be further approximated by the square matrix 
C of order N given by 
aid? b' aldP", 
a2qS'l' aS/o' 
a3ck'2' a3d?'( 
C ~  . . . . . .  
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
al q~'-' 2 
a2 I~b~ 1 
a3 (ob t 
0 
0 
0 
• ° 
o 0 0 
1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
aN_2~YO t au_2~)tt 1 aN_2~)tt 2
a N - Ck 'l' a N -14"o'  a N - 'k  "_ l 
aN(O' 2 aNd/( aN~P'O' 
An alternative to C, which also approximates B, is the matrix D defined as 
(3.7) 
O:=Pa~2 + hPb~l, (3.8) 
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Table 1 
Condition umber Cond2(D) for a(x)=x 'tand b(x)=_ 1
1 1 1 1 3 
N 7=~ 7=~ 7=~ 7=~ 7=~ 7=1 
10 147 148 152 168 191 219 
50 3636 3748 4014 4689 5553 6583 
100 14533 15053 16249 19212 22968 27419 
200 58162 60433 65552 78101 93942 112664 
400 232856 242418 263762 315770 381295 458690 
1000 1457021 1518943 1656741 1990872 2411332 2908019 
where ~Jl and 42 are square matrices defined as 
~l:={~)~_i}E ~ (N+I)×(N+I), ~2:={~)~t i}E ~ (N+I)×(N+I). (3.8a) 
That is, D is the sub-matrix formed from B by deleting the first and last four rows and columns. 
Thus, the boundary treatments will not have any influence on D. 
Remark 3.2. Numerically, the matrices C and D are always nonsingular for a(x)=x~(1 -x )  a and 
b(x) = a. Their condition numbers increase as N increases. In fact, for large N, the matrix B is very 
similar to C and D. By assuming the type one boundary treatments (BT1), we obtain numerically 
the condition numbers of D in Table 1. 
From the above table, we have the following estimate for large N: 
Cond2(O) ~ ~(672 + 97 + 14)N 2. (3.8b) 
Remark  3.3. For a(x) = x 7, 7 E [0, 1] and b(x) = 1, x E [0, 1], by numerical computations, we have 
the following estimates for the coefficient matrix B for large N: 
I lg- l l l~ ~ 25(7 + 1)11o-111~  50(7 + 1)2N 2, 
Condz(B) ~ 10(7 + 1)Condz(D) ~ 10(7 + 1)2N 2. 
(3.8c) 
From the fact that B is nonsingular and that the right-hand-side vector R(z) is a multiple of h 2, (i.e., 
boundary conditions (3.5)), the existence of a solution of (3.6) can be proved (cf. Proposition 3.4). 
3.4. The iterative algorithm and its convergence 
To obtain a numerical solution of the nonlinear system (3.6), by assuming that the matrix B is 
nonsingular, an iterative algorithm composed of the following three steps is proposed (cf. [17]): 
(i) Initial approximation: The initial approximating solution z ° is chosen to be the solution of the 
following linear system: 
Bz = F °, (3.9) 
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where 
F ° := (0, 0, 0, 0, f l  . . . .  , fN - l ,Y r ,  O,O,O, )T, 
f~ :=h2 f(x~,li, d), i= l ,2 , . . . ,N -  l, 
li := yz + ih(yr - yt), i= l ,2 , . . . ,N -1 ,  
(3.9a) 
d := Yr -- Yl. 
This linear system comes from the linear approximation of the right-hand side function R(z) using 
(3.5). 
(ii) lterative algorithm: The subsequent approximations to the numerical solution z* are obtained 
by using a simple straightforward iteration which are given by solving similar linear systems: 
Bz ~k+~) = R(z~k)), k = 0, 1,2,... .  (3.10) 
(iii) Stoppin9 criteria: For a given tolerance ros, the iterative process (3.10) stops at the kth iteration 
if one of the following conditions is satisfied. 
C1: IIZ Ck-l - Z¢ >II  
c2: IIBz <k) -- R(z(k))I[~x~ < ~tol, 
C3: [ Igz  <k) - < ~tol, 
(3.10a) 
c4: Itz ~< IlzCk>ll~ol. 
The convergence of the iterative process is guaranteed by the following proposition. 
Proposi t ion 3.4. Suppose the singular B VP (1.1) has a unique solution and the coefficient matrix B 
is nonsingular. The sequence {z ~k)} produced by the iterative algorithm (3.9) and (3.10) converges 
linearly to the solution z* of the nonlinear system (3.6), provided the Lipschitz constants Lo and 
Ll and the mesh size h are small enough, i.e., if 
7931T L't IlB-1ll~(Loh 2+ 4-~,~,,,~ <1. (3.11) 
Proof.  By definition, for small h, 
BZ* = F(z* ) ,  BZ ~k+l) = F(Z~)) .  
Thus, the error vector e ~k) := z ~k) - z* at the kth iteration satisfies 
Be (k+l) = F(Z ~k)) - F(Z* ). 
For i = 1,2 . . . .  ,N -  1, we have, using the Mean Value Theorem, 
D2el k+~) = (F(z (k~) - F(z* ))i 
r*  I(k) lc* _(k) _~_ Jy' ei =ay ~i 
, . ,  (k) ,c*r~ ~(k) 
=Jy  ei -4-jy, ZJlt:: i , 
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where D1 and O 2 are the divided-difference operators defined as 
Dl f  :=  87-~-616528(f/+1 -- ~-1)  - -  1272( f i+2 -- J~-2)  
q- 128()~+3 -- J~-3)  -~- 3 (~+4 --  J~-4)] ,  (3 .12)  
1 D2J} := ~--gg[9j}_4 + 192f/_3 - 1472j}_2 + 5696f,._~ - 8850f~ 
+5696f~+1 - 1472fi+2 + 192J)+3 + 9fi+4]. 
Therefore, we have 
Ilea+ )ll lib -1 H~(h2Lolle(k))H + hL1 liD111~lle(~)ll, (3.13) 
which is equivalent to 
~ lIB -1 ]]~(Lo h2 + lID111~Llh) 
Ile  )ll 
"~ II B- l  II~ II D, II~Z, h. (3.14) 
The result follows immediately from this inequality and the following fact: 
II D1 II~ - 7931 (3.15) 4380" 
A simple approximation of condition (3.1 1), by omitting the quadratic term is 
4380 1- -  1 IIB- IIL 1. (3.16) 
This completes the proof. [] 
Proposition 3.5. The nonlinear system (3.6) has a unique solution z* if f satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition (2.4) and the Lipschitz constants Lo and Ll and the mesh size h are small enough. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of a solution is 9iven by (3.11). 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 3.4, it is clear that if (3.11) holds, then an inequality similar 
to that of (3.13) holds for the successive rrors {z k+l - zk}, which in tum implies that the sequence 
{z (k)} is contracting, and hence converges. The limit z* of this sequence satisfies (3.6) due to the 
continuity of the right-hand-side function f .  [] 
Remark 3.6. In the proof of the Proposition 3.4, the matrix B can be approximated by C, and thus, 
the final condition (3.11) can be approximated by the condition 
II C- I  II (L0 h2 + IID  II L h) < 1. (3.17) 
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4. Error estimates 
From the approximation properties of the basis function q~(x), it is shown that the collocation 
method (3.1) with quintic precision treatments at the end points produces (9(h 4) approximations. For 
this, we need the following results [16, 17]. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose F(t), t C g~, is a regular and C 6 curve in ~'~, m >>- 2. Let 
i 
with P~ := F(ih), i C 77, 0 <h < 1. Then, on any finite interval [a, b], we have the following estimate: 
M6(F)h6 = (_9(h6), (4.1) [[F(ht) - P(t)llo~ ~< 6! 
where the number M6(F) depends only on the derivatives of  F(t). 
Proposition 4.2. Using the same notations and conditions as in Proposition 4.1, we have 
I lhJF(J)(ht) - e ( J ) ( t ) l [~  -- (9(h6-J), j = 0, 1,2. (4.2) 
Remark 4.3. If the function in Proposition 4.1 F(t)E C a, d= 1,2,3,4,5, then we have the following 
error estimates: 
[ [h JF (g ) (h t )  - e(J)(t)l[~ = d)(hd-J), j = 0, 1, min{d,2}. (4.2a) 
The main result on error estimates is given in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose the function f (x ,  u, v) is sufficiently differentiable and the exact solution 
y(x) E C6[0, 1], and {zi} are obtained by solving (3.3) with sixth-order boundary treatments at the 
end points. Then we have the following estimates: 
Ily(J)(x) -z(J)(x)[[~ = (9(h4-J), j = 0, 1,2. (4.3) 
Otherwise, i f  a fourth-order boundary treatment at the end points is used, then 
Ily°)(x) -z(J)(x)l l~ = C (h2-J), j = 0, 1,2. (4.4) 
Proof. Firstly, a direct calculation shows that for any smooth function y(x) and small h we have 
9y(x - 4h) + 192y(x - 3h) - 1472y(x - 2h) + 5696y(x - h) - 8850y(x) 
+5696y(x + h) - 1472y(x + 2h) + 192y(x + 3h) + 9y(x + 4h) 
= 1680y"(x)h 2 + (_9(h 6 ). (4 .5)  
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Therefore, by introducing the following error function and vector: 
Er r (x ) :=y(x)  - z (x ) ,  ei :=zi - y(ih), -4  <~ i <<,N -+-4, (4.5a) 
from (1.1), (3.3) and (4.5), and by assuming a sixth-order boundary treatment, we have 
a~e~' + b~e~ = giei + wie~, 0 ~ i <~ N (4.6) 
and 
{ m~ {lekl}C(h6), -4  ~ i ~ O, 
0~k~5 
ei := max {[ekl}C(h6), N ~ i ~ N + 4, 
N-5~k~N 
where for i = 0, 1,2, . . . ,N,  
gi:= fy(t,, y?, 
and 
y* := y~ + Oie~, 
Using the facts 
Wi :=  fy'(ti, Yi* ' Yi'* )" 
(4.6a) 
(4.7) 
9ei-4 + 192ei-3 -- 1472ei_2 + 5696ei_1 -- 8850ei 
+ 5696ei+1 -- 1472ei+2 q- 192ei+3 + 9ei+4 
=1680e~'h 2 + (9(h6), (4.8) 
and 
6528(z;+1 - z;-1 ) - 1272(zj+2 - zj_2) 
+128(z;+3 - z;-3) + 3(z;+4 - zj-4) 
= 8760zjh + C(h6), (4.8a) 
it can be concluded that relation (4.6) is equivalent to the following (cf. (3.6) and (3.6b)): 
(g  -~- (~(h 4) - (_9(h 2) - Ol(9(h))E = O(h6)IIEI[ = (Q(h6), (4.9) 
where 
E :=  (e_4,  e_3 , . . . ,  eN+4) T. 
Hence, for small h, the coefficient matrix B + C(h) will be invertible and, thus, using standard 
results from linear algebra, we have the following estimate: 
IIEII liB-' II O(h  6) = (9(h4), 
1 - (9 (h )  
which, together with Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, completes the proof of (4.3). Similarly, (4.4) can be 
proved. [] 
y~* := y~ + 0/e~, 0 < 0i < 1. (4.7a) 
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5. Numerical examples and concluding remarks 
Using the collocation method described in Section 3 for N = I/h, h = ! 1 ~2, ~ and with the tol- 
8 7 16 ~ 128 
erance eto~= 10 -s and the sixth-order boundary treatment BT1 at the end points (cf. (3.5a)), we solved 
the following seven examples and obtained the discrete values {zi} when convergence occurs with 
respect o the criterion C~ after at most 16 iterations. These values are very close to the corresponding 
true solutions. The values of  the corresponding errors {Err(x/)} are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4. 
Example 1 (cf Jain and Jain [12]). 
2_ y, = = 
y"+ =flx~-Z(l+fl+flx~), xE(0 ,1 ) ,  y'(0) 0, y(1) e. 
x 
The unique solution is given by yt(x) = e x/~, 0 ~< x ~< 1. For /3 = 4, the convergence occurs after 8 
iterations. 
Example 2 (¢f Jain and Jain [12]). 
y"+2y '=3cosx-xs inx ,  xE(0 ,1) ,  y ' (0 )=0,  
x 
yt(x)=cosx+xsinx,  0~<x~< 1. 
Table 2 
The maximum error Err(x) in Examples 1 to 4 
y(1 ) = cos 1 + sin 1, 
1 h=l~ h=l  
h= 8 32 
Example 1 1.72E(-2) 2.80E(-3) 2.66E(-4) 
Example 2 1.09E(-5) 1.08E(-6) 7.89E(-8) 
Example 3 1.20E(-3) 1.07E(-4) 8.03E(-6) 
Example 4 6.60E(-6) 7.23E(-7) 5.33E(-8) 
Table 3 
Maximum error Err(x) in Example 5 with different c~ 
1 h =1 h l h 1 h 1 h s 32 64 128 
c~ = 1.0 2.29E(-4) 1.78E(-5) 1.06E(-6) 6.59E(-8) 3.70E(-9) 
= 2.0 1.98E(-4) 1.45E(-5) 8.35E(-7) 5.08E(-8) 2.85E(- 10) 
ct = 10.0 5.65E ( -5 )  2.38E(-6) 1.93E(-7) 1.46E(-8) 4.44E(-16) 
Table 4 
Maximum error Err(x) in Examples 6 and 7 
1 h= h= 1oo h=~
Example 6 1.16E(-3) 1.33E(-5) 2.14E(-6) 
Example 7 4.30E(-3) 2.29E(-5) 4.25E(-6) 
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Example 3 (cf Jain and ,lain [12]). 
2y I = = y"+ -2(eYq-ey/2), xE(0,1) ,  y ' (0 )=0,  y(1) 0, 
X 
yt(x)=21og(2/( l+x2)) ,  0~<x~< 1. 
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Example 4 (cf Jain and Jain, Chawla eta[. [12, 9]). 
2y, = 
y,,+ =_yS, x~(0,1), y'(0) 0, y (1 )=@ 
X 
yt(x)= l /v/ l  + x2/3, O <~ x <~ 1. 
This problem has been solved by Chawla and Subramanian in [9] by using a fourth-order finite- 
difference method. For h -  1 1 their errors are 4.78E(-4) and 3.31E(-5), respectively. For the 167 32' 
same values of h, our method gives 7.23E(-7) and 5.33E(-8) (cf. Table 2). From these numerical 
solutions of this problem, it can be seen that our method produces better result. 
Example 5 ( Chawla and Subramanian cf [8]). 
y" + ~- y' : ~x'-2(~x'e y - (c~ + fl -1 ) ) / (4  + xt~), xE(0,1) ,  
X 
y' (0) - -0 ,  y(1) = - log5, 
yt (x )=- log(4+x~) ,  0~x~< 1. 
For /~ = 4, c~ = 1, 2, 10, h - 1 ~ ~ and ~ respectively, the corresponding maximum errors are 8'  16' 32 1~ ~ 
given in Table 3. 
Example 6. 
y,, +~y3 '=~(3-4x) (1 -4x)  xx /~-x)+~(1-  2x) lx/-f-Z~-xy 2/5, 
y(O) = o, y(1)= o, 
y , (x )=v/xS(1 -x )  5=(x(1 -x ) )  5/2, O<.x<. 1. 
Example 7 (Singularities at both end points). 
3 5 15 1 
y" + 2 ~ y '  = 5(3 - 4x)(1 - 4x )v~ -x )  + --~( - 2x)y2/5, 
y(O) = o, y(1)-- o, 
yt (x)= V/XS(1 -x )  5 =(x(1 -x ) )  s/2, 0 <.x <<. 1. 
xE (0, 1), 
x~(O,1), 
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Remark 5.1. Clearly the errors in the Examples 1-5 have the estimated form (4.3): Err(x)----(_9(h 4)
and the errors in Examples 6 and 7 are of lower orders. These errors are much smaller than that 
in [9, 12]. In fact, in Example 6, Err(x) ~ (9(h zS) and in Example 7, Err(x) ~ (_9(h3). The reason 
for the drop of accuracy in Examples 6 and 7 is the use of the extrapolation treatments at the 
end points and that the corresponding solutions are only twice continuously differentiable at the end 
points. Therefore, the formulae in all the BT1 treatments have only quadratic approximations. 
Remark 5.2. Since the solutions of Examples 6 and 7 are very smooth on (0, 1) and equal to zero 
at the end points, and the fact that the basis function tp(x) is locally supported, smaller errors could 
be expected at points further away from the boundary points. As a result, even better approximations 
(i.e., C(h 25) and (9(h3)) have occurred when the collocation method is used to solve Examples 6 
and 7. 
Remark 5.3. The iterative process (3.9)-(3.10) converges quite fast even for quite large mesh size 
h. In fact, for Examples 1-5, convergence occurred at k- -6,  7 or 8 with respect o the criterion C1 
and ~tol = 10-12- For Examples 6 and 7, it converges lower: 
[[Z (16) -- z(15)11 10 -12. 
For all the examples, the approximation is from one side and thus, there may be some mathematical 
explanation for this monotone approximation phenomenon. 
Remark 5.4. In the proposed algorithms in Section 3, the computation of the numerical solution 
z(x) depends on the matrix B. If the matrix B is singular, the existence of the approximate solution 
is no longer guaranteed. Hence, in practice, the algorithm should only be used to solve problems 
with nonsingular B. 
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